Abstract
Introduction
In all methods for solving regression problems, undoubtedly standard linear regeression method ∑ LR has been widely used for numerical prediction. However in most natural data sets, the linear relation is unrealistic. If the data exhibits a nonlinear dependency, the linear target function may not fit very well. Even so, LR serves well as building blocks for more elaborated methods, such as locally weighted linear regression (LWLR) [1] , model trees (M5 and its improved version M5P) [2, 3] and instance weighted linear regression (IWLR) [4] etc.
LWLR and model trees both combine locally learning and linear regression to improve the accuracy of LR. These methods are motivated by the idea that the linear realiton approximate holds water in a local region of a data set. LWLR constructs a linear function over a local region surrouding a test instance instead of in the whole data set. The first step of the algorithm is to find the k nearest neighbors of a test instance; the second step is to weight the contribution of the k neighbors according to their distance to the test instance, and give the greater weights to the closer neighbors; the last step is to construct a linear function at the set of weighted k neighbors, namely redefining the error criteria. Model trees originally developed by Quinlan is another excellent technique for dealing with continuous-class learning problems. A model tree builds a tree-based model which has multivariate linear regression models at their leaves, so a model tree is analogous to piecewise linear function. The tree structure of a model tree divides the instances space into regions, so we think that model trees is also a kind of improvement to linear regression. LWLR is to find the local region of a test instance using k-nearest neighbor algorithm, while model trees is to find the local region of a test instance using a leaf node, so a model tree is also analogous to local regression models.
LWLR is a typical lazy learning method and Model trees also incure tree learning , in order to improve LR without incurring the high time complexity confronting LWLR and tree learning suffering model trees, our earlier work presented an improved linear regression algorithm via eager instance weighting, called instance weighted linear regression, simply IWLR. In IWLR, each instance is treated differently. The reason is that training instances shouldn't play the same role in building models, and some of them are more important than others. Thus, a natural way to improve LR is to assign training instances different weights.
Given a training dataset D, IWLR firstly builds a linear regression model using the training dataset D. Then, IWLR uses the linear regression model to predict the target value of each training instance x in D, and weights x according to its error. At last, IWLR rebuilds a linear regression model based on weighted D and uses it to predict test instances. The whole learning algorithm for IWLR is depicted in detail in [4] . Experimental results [4] on 36 benchmark datasets prove that IWLR significantly outperforms LR, and almost ties LWLR and M5P in terms of relative mean absolute error, and is much faster than LWLR and M5P in term of running time.
An Improved Instance Weighted Linear Regression
The advantage of instance weighted linear regression (IWLR) is obvious: The method can operate much faster than LWLR and model trees, simultaneously keep same generalization performance with LWLR and model trees. In this paper, we try to scale up the accuracy of IWLR by iteration and getting more accurate weight value for the instance x , the improved method is called IIWLR, the detailed learning processing is described as follows: Intuitively, the choice of the number of iterations T is crucial to our IIWLR. In fact, our IIWLR is not sensitive to T as long as it is not too small. According to our experimental results in section 3, IIWLR scales up as the value of T increases at first and then tends to be stable when T is a little above 10. Therefore, the T value a little above 10 is our suggested choice. In our current version, the number of iterations T is set to 10.
Our IIWLR is different from bagged linear regression. In bagged linear regression, for each iteration, different resample training datasets are used to build linear regression model, and in the resample training data each training instance plays the same importance. While in our IIWLR, for each iteration, the weight value of instance x is updatable. Besides, the bagged linear regression is a typical ensemble learning algorithm and suffers from learning an ensemble of linear regression models in each iteration. In contrast, our IIWLR is a single linear regression model.
Experimental Methodology and Results
We compare IIWLR empirically with LR, IWLR, and Bagged LR in terms of relative mean absolute error. In our experiments, 36 benchmark datasets are used, which represent a wide range of domains and data characteristics listed in Table 1 . We downloaded them in the format of arff from main website of Weka [5] .
We implement IIWLR and IWLR in Weka system [5] and use the implementation of LR and Bagged LR [6] (bagging with linear regression as the basic predictor) in Weka system. The iteration number is set to be 10 in Bagged LR, which is same to the setting in our IIWLR.
The relative mean absolute error of each algorithm on each dataset are obtained via 5 runs of 5-fold cross validation. Runs with the various algorithms are carried out on the same training sets and evaluated on the same test sets. In particular, the cross-validation folds are the same for all the experiments on each data set. Finally, we compared related algorithms via two-tailed t-test with a 95% confidence level. According to the statistical theory, we speak of two results for a data set as being "significantly different" only if the probability of significant difference is at least 95% [7] . Table 2 shows the detailed experimental results on relative mean absolute error of each algorithm on each dataset, and the results marked with the symbol "v" and "*" in the table respectively denote statistically significant upgradation or degradation over IIWLR. Besides, the w/t/l values are summarized at the bottom of the table. Table 3 shows the compared results for IIWLR with different numbers of iterations. Now, let's summarize the highlights as follows: 1) From table 2, we can see that IIWLR significantly outperforms LR, IWLR and bagged LR. The w/t/l values between them and IIWLR respectively are 5/18/13, 2/23/11, 4/18/14. These resluts validate effectiveness of IIWLR.
2) From table 3, we can see that the accuracy of IIWLR scales up as the value of T increases at first and then tends to be stable when T is a little above 10. Therefore, the T value a little above 10 is our suggested choice. In our current version, the number of iterations T is set to 10.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an improved instance weighted linear regression algorithm (IIWLR). Instance weighted linear regression is our earlier work and we try to furturely scale up the accuracy of it by iteratively updating the weights of training instances. Our experimental results show IIWLR improves the accuracy of instance weighted linear regression. Moreover IIWLR is not sensitive to the number of iterations as long as it is not too small. According to our observation, IIWLR tends to be stable when T is a little above 10. In our current version, the number of iterations T is set to 10.
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